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INTRODUCTION

The following essays address the idea that moved major law reform beginning two centuries ago and in most jurisdictions ending by 1940: that of the ‘fusion’ of the common law and equity. Under the names of ‘fusion’, ‘merger’ or ‘union’, similar moves were made in several common law jurisdictions to assimilate the courts and procedures of equity with the courts and procedures of the common law. Past complications and problems were to make way for rational simplicity. Separate law and equity courts with distinct procedural rules were brought under one roof, where law and equity would be administered concurrently under uniform procedures. Single courts with distinct law and equity sides operating under different procedures were likewise simplified. These reforms inaugurated the form of superior court now typical in common law jurisdictions.

The reforms also had a side-effect. Fusion became the portal to discussions of equity’s very nature and its place in common law systems. To decide how modern judicatures ought to be structured and administered, the reformers and all interested others had pursued large questions: the nature of the laws and courts then operating and, therein, the nature of equity, the source of courts’ equity powers and the bearing of equity on common law. Fusion became a byword for matters beyond the reform of courts and their processes that the reforming statutes then made. Once the institutions and their administration had been reformed, fusion was no longer a prospect: it had succeeded, even if that success was understood differently between the United
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States and Commonwealth jurisdictions. But afterwards, fusion would still be associated with the larger questions the reformers had discussed, which had troubled lawyers for centuries. Discourse on fusion slid into theorising on equity. Discourse on equity theories slid into discussions of fusion. To enquire into fusion was to enquire into the relationship of equity doctrines to doctrines of common law, and so into the nature and place of equity in common law systems. This intellectual inheritance shapes the modern lawyer’s mind today.

Measured by how seldom a judge must decide a point about fusion, questions about fusion and equity’s place in common law systems might seem unimportant. But there is more to consider. In unsettled times, legal systems receive scrutiny – and historically, equity and the common law, and the courts, judges and officials administering them, have received such scrutiny. Thus, the reformers’ studies of equity in the nineteenth century were done amidst reforms spurred by the French Revolution and the upheavals and progress of industrialisation. Earlier, theories of equity, epieikeia, conscience and courts of equity were scrutinised in seventeenth-century England around civil war, revolution and the threat of absolute monarchical power. Similar enquiries were stimulated earlier still, in Tudor England, by the Protestant Reformation and the break with Rome. And the scrutiny of equity courts and the equity jurisdiction amidst the famous crisis of 1616 between Coke C.J. and Lord Ellesmere L.C. is notable. The questions about equity raised at such moments are basic and weighty even in settled times, whatever the statistics on how often fusion is currently a ground of judicial decisions. Similarly, theories of equity and fusion are of practical importance, which such raw statistics cannot show.

As fusion and theories of equity are paired together in the traditions of most common law jurisdictions, readers will find them paired together throughout this book. In presenting this collection of essays, the editors mainly wish to show how one might gain a perspective on both fusion and equity that will enable the modern lawyer to pursue, if not to reach, answers to basic questions. What is equity’s place in a modern common law system? Is equity’s purpose, as a distinct ingredient of common law systems, spent? Should equity be distributed through the law? If equity should remain a distinct ingredient, in what form? History, doctrine and theory all speak to these enquiries. Studies of the institutional accommodation (or not) of equity in specific jurisdictions,
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studies of doctrines where law and equity are rivals, and studies of equity using one theoretical approach or another: all these mark points in the wide perspective this book is intended to open on fusion and equity’s place in common law systems.

The contributors stress one or the other of those twin topics according to how each perceives it best to show something true about fusion or equity. This chapter looks at equity and fusion from a greater distance. Depictions of modern equity and deliberations over fusion seldom acknowledge that the place of equity in common law systems is constitutional in character, both in positive law and in the jurisprudence of common law systems. The chapter will outline how equity acquired this position, and then recall great failed theories of equity and suggest what a theory of equity today might include. The final portion of the chapter shows the practical significance of how modern equity is understood, particularly as influenced by theories of equity and how discussions of fusion are framed. Through a study of the theory that equity is common law travelling by another name, it will be shown that a fusion of substantive common law and equity is unappealing for reasons which – contrary to what is sometimes thought – do not depend on unsubstantiated anti-fusion dogma.

CONSCIENCE AND EQUITY IN THE CONSTITUTION

All legal systems seem to employ moral equity. Many also employ the variety of equity called epieikeia, after Aristotle’s exposition. Both those recurring forms of equity are given a place by modern common law systems. In most common law jurisdictions, the specialised equity traceable to the equitable jurisdiction of the traditional role of Lord Chancellor, and the Court of Chancery as abolished in England in 1875, holds a place for those and other senses of equity. It is convenient to call this specialised equity ‘Chancery equity’.

In England and most jurisdictions based on English law, the position of Chancery equity is constitutional owing to its place in the judicature and its dependence on the crown or state. The early stages in which equity gained this position are unclear. As departments of state, the medieval Chancery and Exchequer depended on royal power, like the curia regis and its progeny, the
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Courts of Common Pleas and King’s Bench. However, the work in what became Chancery’s equity side soon differed from elsewhere. Adjudication and process were conciliar in being delegated from the king’s council and standing outside the common law writ system and applied to complaints informally narrated in English bills unlimited by formulaic Latin or French. Until 1534 the resulting judgment was unrecorded because “[e]ach case had to be decided solely on its own merits; the Chancellors simply must not remember their former decisions.” If there was Chancery law, it was ‘not the law of the land’.

The status of the Chancery and its decisions changed in the early modern period, by which time Chancery business had considerably grown. The common law was weakened by the quantities of litigation occurring in prerogative courts without regular legal safeguards. Although efforts were made during the tenures of Sir Thomas More, Sir Nicholas Bacon and Sir Thomas Egerton (later Lord Ellesmere and Viscount Brackley) to regularise the Chancery’s proceedings, litigation in the Chancery was part of the cause. In one effort to halt the slide, the common law judges decided in 1597 that judgments of the king’s common law courts could not be re-examined by the Chancery after judgment. According to Sir Edward Coke, they also decided that re-examination was prohibited by the Acts of
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praemunire 27 Edw. III st. 1 c. 1 (1353) and 4 Hen. IV c. 23 (1403), which provided penalties for suing after judgment at law. Lord Keeper Egerton made no immediate protest. But in 1606, as Lord Ellesmere L.C., he refused to follow the judges’ 1597 ruling. The political and legal status of the Chancery – and therefore the common law – would be formally unsettled for the next decade.

The political settlement of 1616 was announced in lawyers’ words that established the constitutional position of the Chancery and its law. Ellesmere had studied the major statutes touching the Chancery. Those, he said, legitimated the Chancery jurisdiction; and the Acts of praemunire went solely against interference from the papal courts at Rome. Ellesmere briefed the king’s advisors to that effect and they assented. In his judgment in the Earl of Oxford’s Case, Ellesmere successfully claimed royal authority for the Chancellor, influenced by relatively new ideas of sovereignty. He considered the Chancellor the keeper of the king’s conscience – an idea not seen in Christopher St German’s writings of the 1530s, nor other known sources of early Tudor England – and claimed the Chancellor’s authority in the Chancery – and the king’s authority in matters of equity and conscience – was absolute. James I vindicated Ellesmere’s account, ultimately by decree. Ellesmere’s theory of the Chancery’s authority became law. Orders of the Chancery became dominant over judgments of the common law courts.
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1616 formally settled the Chancery’s place in the judicature, but the stability of the settlement took the efforts of subsequent presidents of the Chancery. Sir Francis Bacon, Bishop Williams, Sir Thomas Coventry, Sir Edward Hyde and Sir Heneage Finch all cultivated good relations with the common law courts by ensuring not to subvert common law. Corrupt officers and abuses of procedure still soured litigants’ encounters in Chancery, though such problems were not Chancery specialisms. Parliament knew these shortcomings when it considered proposals to abolish the Chancery under Cromwell in 1653 and at the Glorious Revolution. But Parliament considered that Chancery equity could not be done without.

Finch, later Lord Nottingham, worked prodigiously in the later seventeenth century to bring Chancery practice and laws into the form ordained in 1616. He established new doctrines while following his forebears’ doctrines on the place of Chancery in the judicature. He wrote: ‘all men agree, that the King is the fountain of justice and mercy, of law and equity’. Afterwards ‘justice and equity . . . were . . . settled in courts, as God, who is the fountain of light, did settle it in the sun and moon’. Drawing on opinions of the judges early that century, Nottingham said equity was ‘opposite to regular law’, ‘in a manner an arbitrary disposition’ emanating from ‘a special trust committed to the King’ in ‘a fundamental constitution’ of the state. This was maintained as good constitutional theory and doctrine in England, colonial North
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America\textsuperscript{45} and Australia\textsuperscript{44} and, afterwards, the United States\textsuperscript{45} and Canada.\textsuperscript{46} It required adaptation to the republican constitution of the United States,\textsuperscript{47} in which a sovereign’s conscience – let alone a king’s prerogative – is alien. Indeed, it must now be untenable to consider the modern equity jurisdiction to be a prerogative power anywhere.\textsuperscript{48}

Otherwise equity’s constitutional aspects continue. The decree of James I effectively became parliamentary legislation in England in 1875, and is so in England and former colonies today.\textsuperscript{49} The distinctness of equity and its primacy over the common law in England was acknowledged in American colonies before the Declaration of Independence in 1776. Unless ordinary colonial courts were invested with equitable jurisdiction, the jurisdiction was typically exercisable only by a colonial governor alone or in council.\textsuperscript{50} If the governor or colonial council or assembly were not invested with equity jurisdiction, then it was exercisable only by the king in council at London.\textsuperscript{51} The doctrine of primacy also carried into the new American republic and through the reform era. For all the distaste that the reformer David Dudley Field felt for equity,\textsuperscript{52} his legacy – the Field Code of Civil Procedure and its progeny, including the federal Rules of Civil Procedure of 1938\textsuperscript{53} – depended on equity continuing and taking primacy over the common law in New York.
state, where Field’s work was concentrated, and in the federal courts. The established principle of judicature that, when a new remedy enters the common law, the equitable jurisdiction to grant relief in the same type of case is undiminished also emerged from these various developments. And in different ways, written constitutions such as those of the United States and the Commonwealth of Australia constitutionalise equity afresh and confirm equity’s status in the common law inheritance from which those new world polities were made.

What cannot yet be assessed is how far the laws and institutions of Courts of Chancery might have helped form the ideas that shape the modern democratic state. If the contribution was minimal, it seems curious that Chancery equity was retained through the trouble in early modern England over the uncertain reach of Chancery jurisdiction, the corruption of its officers and the expense of Chancery litigation. Chancery equity was found indispensable, once divorced from sovereign absolutism. The Court of Chancery was one of the developing institutions of state, and Chancery equity and the common law were part of the developing system of government. These institutions and systems formed a basis for government in British colonies and, under the further influence of the Enlightenment, were adjusted to new life after American independence and, later again, when modern representative democracy was born in common law jurisdictions. Also notable was the culture of equity and conscience in law and society in the early modern period, particularly the ‘atmosphere of trust’ which Maitland still saw surrounding the societies, corporations and of course private and public express trusts in the twentieth century. The culture of responsibility generated in that
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atmosphere has direct lines to the legal and political responsibilities of those who now govern local authorities and, through modern administrative law, those who now govern the state. The common law receives credit for its contribution towards the development of modern law and government. It would be odd if that credit went alone to courts of common law defined in opposition to equity courts, and to the common law defined to exclude equity.

**GREAT FAILED THEORIES**

Scrutiny led lawyers to formulate theories of the Court of Chancery and adjudication on its equity side from the sixteenth century onwards to grasp at questions of Chancery’s origins, authority and especially its review of common law judgments. Lawyers today typically reach fundamental questions about equity through discussion of fusion, but certain past theories of the Chancery and its equity have left impressions even if no single theory of equity has come down to lawyers today. The lack of a perfect theory of equity is sometimes counted against Chancery equity and, indeed, given as a reason to abandon equity as it is currently known. What should one take from the failure of great equity theories? Four will be mentioned.

Lawyers long studied the theory of St German, who wrote in the 1530s. He wrote the first theory of English equity, thereby connecting equity with conscience-based adjudication by the Court of Chancery. St German rooted equity in concepts familiar among medieval theologians. At base was *synderesis*, ‘that rational faculty which compels our assent to self-evident propositions, [and] shows us that good is to be done and evil eschewed’. Conscience was the derivation from that general rule of rules of conduct applicable in particular situations. If the particular derived rules diverged from a human law – say, a law concerning deeds – the Court of Chancery might find cause to do equity, relieving from the human rule to meet the exigencies of the case.
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Conscience was not arbitrary. Moreover, St German thought that the common law largely squared with conscience. He took the example of the obligor on a bond. Where an obligor was sued after having paid the sum due without obtaining a deed of acquittance, the obligee could still recover at law. In Chancery the obligor could be relieved of paying twice – which, a modern lawyer might assume, was because Chancery proceeded according to conscience while the common law did not. However, following the medieval common lawyers, St German thought it contrary to conscience and to common law that the obligor should pay twice. It was not common law that the obligor ought to pay the money again; ‘that law were both against reason and conscience’. Rather, the obligor must pay twice because ‘a general ground’ of English law was that ‘great inconvenience’ and ‘hurt’ would come of allowing the obligor to avoid an obligation through pleading payment ‘by a bare word’.67 This accorded with conscience except where the obligor was neither careless nor defaulted, in which case the obligor might be helped in Chancery. St German’s innovation was to call ‘equity’ the relief the Chancery awarded from such general rules where, by its informal procedures, conscience was found to lie outside the general rule.

St German’s theory contained other influential ideas. Because the common law could be consistent with conscience, the Court of Chancery need not always intervene.68 And some matters were non-justiciable by Chancery and any court, since they were properly matter for a person’s private conscience.69 St German considered the Chancery’s jurisdiction special, even if Chancery principles made it a court of constant resort from sealed instruments, the denial of uses and the like. Had all lawyers understood Chancery equity as special, many complaints about the overlapping jurisdictions of Chancery and other courts in the seventeenth century would have been prevented.70 The concurrent jurisdiction of law and equity courts was too large to pretend that disputes in that terrain did not attract two systems of law relating to the one subject, in courts of law and courts of equity.71
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